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A tentative classification of possible sources of radio noise in t he vicinity o f t he ear t h 
may be obtained by examining separately available sources of power a nd known mechanisms 
for conversion of t his power . Among the former we may list high-energy electrons s lich as 
those t r apped in the Van .IHlen belts; t he solar wind ; bursts of high-energy particles ejected 
by t h e sun ; shock waves in the interplanetary m edium origin ating on t he sun ; a nd t he 
rotational energy of t he earth. Mechanisms of conversion may be classifi ed as "direct," 
s llch as synchro t ron and Cerenkov radiation, and "indirect." Indi rect co nversion involves 
t he excitation of an intermediate state by t he available sources of po\\'er and subsequent 
r a di ation by t his s tate. This intermediate state m ay be localized heating, t he formation of 
unstable current pa tterns, t he acceleration of particles, or t he ge neration of waves which a re 
t hemselves non-radi at ive, such as plasma osci ll ations. The following mecha nisms which 
are re levant to t he generation of radio noise r eceive special attent ion: Ce l'enkov radiation, 
t wo-s tream instabi lity, a nd t he co uplin g of waves by inhomogeneity and n onlin eari ty. 

1. Introduction 

Som e of the non-manmade radio noise which is 
, r eceived on the earth is due to lightlling discharges 

and similar phenomena in the earth's atmosphcre. 
Radio noise also r each es th e earth from man.\' astro
nomical bodies, In this article, th e qu es tion ,vill b e 
raised as to wh eth er any radio noise received on earth 
is generated in the vicinity of the earth by m echa
nisms takin g place ou tsid e of the earth 's atmosphere. 

The generation of radio noise may b e regarded as 
the tra nsfer of energ,\' from a "source" into el ectro
maglletic wa ves . On e may thcrefore clus ify possible 
schemes for th e gencrat ion of radio noise by lis tin g 
possibl e sources of energy and possibl e m echanisms 
for the conversion of this encrgy inlO electromagnetic 
waves. 

AITlOn g the sources of encrgy which com e to mind 
are the following: 

1. High-energ,v electrons in thc Van Allen belts 
[Van Allen , 1959] . 

2. The solar wind [Parker, 1958]. 
3. Bursts of high-energy particles ejected by th e 

s un [1/1 eyer , Parker, and Simpson, 1958]. 
4. Shock w'aves in the interplan etary m edium 

originating on the sun [Gold, 1959] . 
5. Rotational energy of the earth. 

Conversion mechanisms may be divided into two 
typcs which we term "direct" and " indirect" . Di
Tectrnecbanisms co nvert energy from the form it has 
in the source to that of electromagnetic waves with
out going t hrough any interlTlcdiate state. Cerenkov 

, rad iHtion and synchrotron radiation are examples of 
dircct m echanisms, if t he sourcc of energy is taken 
to be t he kinetic encrgy of t be charged particles. 
Th c in tc rm cdiate processes involved in indirect con
version mcchanisms J1)ity be, for instance, the heating 
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of an ionized gas, t he accelcration of charged parti
cles, or t he excitation of waves or oscillaLions other 
than elcctromagnctic waves. 

Before co n iclering the various combinations of 
source plus convcrsion mechanisms which may be 
rclcvant to the problem in hand , we shall discuss 
bricfly certain ideas of phSLDfl. physics which are 
hclpful in analyzing the pres en t problem. In sec tlOn 
2, we shall discuss Cerenkov radiation in order to 
show that , for the case of a " point source" or "bc~tll1 
source," t he group velocity of the waves has an im
portant bCftl'ing on the efficicncy of the co nversion 
mechanism. In scction 3, it will be shown that th e 
familial' two-strcam electrostatic in stabili ty [Bolun 
a,nd Gross, 1949] is one member of a gencral class of 
two-st rcam instabilitics, other members of which 
may bc important fol' the problcm in hancl. In 
section 4, we consider w'ays in which energy may be 
fed from one type of wave to another , for instance, 
from plasma oscillations into electromagnetic waves. 
In section 5, we consider some of the ways in wlliclt 
radio noise migh t arise from the sourees listed above. 

2. Resonant Cerenkov Radiation 

Consider, for simplicity, a beam of particles uni
form in the y and z directions, confined bctween t he 
planes x= O and x= a, and traveling with velocity v 
in the z direction. Inhomogeneities of the beam 
give rise to the excitation of waves in the medium 
through which the beam passes . H ence the beam 
may be represented by an appropriate source term in 
the wav e equation. In consequence, the energy 
equation, as applied to the energy of excited waves, 
takes tbe for m 

aE - +6 · S= FA cos "at ~, 
(2. 1) 

whcre E is energy density, S is energy flow, A is the 
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amplitude of the excited wave, Fdenotes the strength 
of the source, and ¢ is the phase angle between the 
amplitude "vector" and the force "vector". For 
present purposes, we neglect dissipation of energy by 
collisions and radiation. 

Now consider a steady-state situation and apply 
the above equation to waves of one particular wave
vector k and frequency w for the favorable case that 
the force and amplitude are in phase everywhere. 
The last condition leads, in particular, to the selec
tion rule 

w-v· k= O. (2.2) 

With these assumptions, and the additional simplifi
cation that the measure of amplitude is one for which 

(2. 1) red uces to 

dA 1 
uX - l- = -2 F , 

G,X 

(2.3) 

(2 .4) 

where ~we have used the familiar relation [Brillouin , 
1960] 

S= Eu (2 .5) 

between energy density and energy How, ll! being the 
group velocity of the wavc. 

If the group velocity component U x is positive , we 
expect tha t A = O for x< O, so that 

1 J'x A(x)=- F(x')dx'. 
2ux 0 

(2.6) 

We now see that the wave excitcLtion mechanism 
wllich we are considering is resonant when ux= O, 
which is understandable since there is then no loss 
of energy from th e region of wave excitation by the 
co nvection mechanism associated with group velocity. 

In case of a beam which is of finite extent in both 
transverse directions, we should term the process 
" resonant" if the group velocity has no transverse 
component . In the case of a moving source finite 
in all dimension s, we sec that the condition for res
onance would b e 

= v, (2.7) 

that is, that the group velocity is identical with the 
source velocity. Note, from (2.2), that it is not 
necessary that the phase velocity be identical with 
tlle source velocity. 

It appears that the above resonance condition is 
important in the mechanism of Type II solar radio 
bursts [Sturrock , 1961fL], so that one might expect it 
to be important also in any similar processes which 
tflke place in the vicinity of the earth . 

3. Generalized Two-Stream Instability 

The concept of stability plays an important role 
in flny study of energy conversion. Instability may 

be regarded as the cum.ulative transfer of energy 
from one form into another, so that" in looking for 
mechanisms for the generation of electromagnetic 
waves, one should pay special ftttention to possible 
instabilities of the system under consideration. Th e 
familiar two-stream electrostatic instability [Bobm 
and Gross , 1949) is a particularly interesting example, 
since it is a mechanism for the cOllversion of the 
kinetic energy of a stream of charged particles into 
oscillation energy. The purpose of this section is to 
point out a generalization of this two-stream mech
anism , whereby the kinetic en erg) of particle streams 
can be converted into energ~ ' oj' excitation of waves 
of various types. 

Consider two wave-propaga,ting systems, one of 
which we regard as stfttionary and the other of which 
we regard as moving with velocity v in the z-direction. 
Suppose, for present purposes, that coupling b e
tween the systems is weak. Then there will be sig
nificant interaction only if both systems can sup
port waves of the Sctme frequenc~' wand wave number 
k, assuming now that the wave vectors ar e directed 
along the z-axis. In the moving medium , the fre
quency and wave number of such a wave will be w', 
le' , where 

w' = w-'vk, k' = k. (3. 1) 

Suppose that the combi ned system is unstable to dis
turbances of the wave number being considered. 
Then the amplitude of the two waves will grow 
(slowly, because the coupling is assumed to be smfLll). 
For small amplitudes, energy assoc iated with the 
disturbance will be proportional to the square of the 
amplitude, which is now assumed to be growing ex
ponentially. However, energy associated with the 
disturban ce is a conserved quantity. A function 
which is constant and which varies exponentifLll.\
must be identicall~' zero. Hence the energy to be 
associated with the two interacting waves is zero , 
which is possible only if the energy of one wave is 
positive and that of the other wave is negative. 

The sense in which one may ascribe negative en
ergy to a wave has been discussed else\vhere [Stur- 1: 
rock, 1960). Assuming that, ill a coordinate system 
at rest with respect to the medium, the WfLve energ~ ' 
is positive, the wave energy will appear to be nega
tive to an observer moving at such a velocit~ · that 
the direction of the phase velocity of the wave is 
r eversed. Hence, in the above case, the wave in the 
moving m edium would appear to ]lave nega tive en
erKr provided that 

- v< w' /k' <0 or O< w' /k' < -u. (3.2) 

If, for any coordinate system (and i1 it is true for 
one , it is true for fLll coordinate systems), we find 
that WfLves in two different media have the saIne 
fr equency, the same wave number, but en ergies of 
opposite signs, we ma y' conclud e that this system is 
unstable. This situation arises when the relative 
velocit~ · of the media is ill magnitud e equal to the 
sum of the magnitudes of the pllase velocities in the 
two media. This mechanism 111ft}" b e referred to as 
"generalized two-stream instability ." 
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Co nsideration of the above mechanism will enable 
one to determine what waves of a plasma may be 
excited to high amplitudes by means of a stream of 
particles of appreciable density . It also enables one 
to determine what waves may be excited at an inter
face between two media which are moving with 
different velocities . One may regard Helmholtz in
s tability [Lamb, 1930] as a special case of generalized 
two-stream instability. 

4. Wave-Coupling Mechanisms 

vVe first no te that, in the linear approximation, 
t here is no coupling between waves in a uniform 
m edium since these waves are, by definition, dynam
ical normal modes of the system. This statement 
immediately suggests two ways of obtaining coupling 
between waves : if the small am.plitude r estriction or 
the requirement of homogeneity is relaxed, we might 
expect to obtain coupling which would then be attrib
u ted to nonlinearit~ · or inhomogeneity. 

Let us first co nsider the possibility of interaction 
b etween three waves, t he fr equ encies and wave 
vectors of which are WI , k[, W 2, k2 a nd W 3, k3 . We expect 
t h e interaction to be significant onl~' if a n appro
p riate phase relation is ll1aintai ned between the waves 
over large distances and large times. This m eans 
that the fr equencies and wave nUinbers must satis l'y 
selection rules s uch as the followi ng: 

(4.1) 

Th e larger the number of waves involved in such a 
selection rule, th e higll er is Lhe power of the alnpli 
tud es on whicb t he process depends, so tha t- for 
wea.li:: excitation of t he m ed iulil- Lhe weaker is the 
resulting coupling. 

In interpreting t he a bo\Te fOl'lllulas, note that more 
than one wave ma~' be of the same type. In (4.1), 
for instance, waves 1 and 2 could be plas ma oscilla
tions in a simple isotropic plasm.a, while wave 3 
co uld be an electromag netic wave in this plasma. 
We then see that plasma osc illations in a uniform 
plasma can radiate, tbe dominant frequency being 
2wp , i. e., twice the plasma frequen cy [StmToeh.:, 
1961b]. 

lL is 01' course true that selection rules such as 
(4.1) do not guarantee coupling but aTe met ely 
pl'ereq uisites for couplirlg. It is in addition neces
sary that the "interaction energy" be nonzero, that is, 
that the energy density (from which one may form the 
Hamiltonian ) should contain a term involving the 
amplitudes of the waves in a form related to the 
selection rule. 

~Wave-co upling by inhomogeneities may be 1'e
garcled as a special case of nonlinear coupling be
tween waves, since, if the inhomogeneity is slight, it 
Illay be Fou1'ier analyzed into a number of "waves" 
of zero frequency. With this minor change, selec tion 
rules such as (4.1) still apply. 

To the above two mechanisms, we may add a 
third, which is even more familiar, but which should 
perhaps be refe1'l'ed to as a "conversion mechanism" 

l'ath er than a "coupling mechanism " : this is the " f1.di
abatic me:;hanism." If a wave of a certain type is 
being propagated in a stationary m edium, the param
eters of which are changing slowly with distance, the 
Wtwe will continue, with the sam e frequ ency and the 
same power (ignoring absorption) , but the phase 
velocity will adjust itself to the changing p aram eters. 
We neglect, for simplicity, th e possibility that the 
parameters may at some point ca use the wave Lo be 
nonpropagating. 

The reason that this m ecl leU1islll is of particular 
interest here is that it permits Cel'enkov radiat ion 
from a beam of particles, for which the phase ve
locity is necessaril~' less than Lhe speed of light, to be 
converted very efficiently i.nto normal electromag
netic radiation traveling with Lhe speed of light . H , 
for instance, the exL"mol'din ell'~' WH, ve [Spitzer, 1956J 
is excited in a plasma perme11ted b~' a magnetic field , 
and if the densit~ · of the plasma decreases slo\\1y to 
zero, th is wave will emerge as a normal electrolilag
netie wave, provided theLt no resonant frequencies, 
such as the plasma freq ll oncy or gyro-l'req uency, 
cro s the wave I'requeney. 

5. Possible Mechanisms of Noise Generation 
W e now review the sources of energy listed in 

section 1, ewdlook for mechanisms by which part 01' 
this energy co uld be converted into rad io noise. 

Con ider firs t of all Lhe energy so urce r epresented 
by the high-en ergy electrons s tored in the Van Allen 
belts. Clearly, these elec trons can genera te rad io 
noise b~- t lte direct mechanism of cyclotron (01' 

" .rnchroLron") radiation . '''Ie adop t the estimate 
of VeW Allen [1959] that the outer belt contains 
10 electrons p el' cm8 with energy III excess of 20kv, 
emel m11 ke a consel'\Tative estimate by giving all 
electrons energ~' equal to this lower limi t. The 
voluille of the belt is approximately 3. 1028 cm3 and, 
since t ile height is approximel,tel~' 2.5 HE, the magn etic 
field strength is el,ppJ'oxilllatel)' 0.02 g~wss . A con
servative estimate of the intensity is obtained by 
ascribing the total l'eldia tecl power to an area of 
47r (2.5RE)2 and a solid angle of 47r. If we ass um e 
that, because of variation of magnetic field strength 
over the volwlle of the belt, the radia tion covers a 
band of 30 kc/s centered at 60 kc/s, we find that the 
radiation intensity is approximately 2.10 - 18 watt/m2 

steradian cis, corresponding to a brightness temper
ature of 40,000 degrees. Al though this is a sub
stantial intensity, this radiation would be unob
servable over most of the earth's surface because it is 
shielded by the ionosphere. It is possible that som e 
fraction of this noise would arrive at the auroral 
zones. 

Consider n ext the sohlr wind [Parker, 1958]. 
One would not expect radiation b~T a direct mecha
nism, but radio noisemigh t be generated by an indirect 
mechanism, since instabilities of the generalized two
stream variety may be expected to arise when the 
solar wind impinges upon the earth's magnetosphere. 
Among the vario us wave types which might partici
pa te in this ins ta bili ty are plasma oscilla tions, 
magnetohydrodynamic waves and acoustic waves, 
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possibly in the form of ion-acoustic waves. None 
of these is a radiative (i.e., an electromagnetic) wave, 
so that generation of radio noise requires the opera
tion of a wave-coupling mechanism. Inhomogeneity 
or nonlinearity might provide such coupling. It 
should be noted that if the extraordinary mode, 
perhaps in the form known as the whistler mode 
[Storey, 1953] participates in the instability, radio 
noise might be propagated to the earth's atmosphere 
as a "whistler." Since whistlers appear to couple 
quite efficiently to electromagnetic waves in the 
earth's atmosphere, this would be expected to give 
higher intensities. On the other hand, the trans
mission of whistler waves from the surface of the 
magnetosphere to the surface of the earth might 
be impossible, or possible only for certain regions of 
the earth's surface. 

The third possible source of energy to be considered 
comprises bursts of high-energy particles ejected by 
the sun. Since such particles may enter the earth's 
magnetosphere, there is the possibility of direct gen
eration of radio noise by the mechanism of Cerenkov 
radiation. If the extraordinary mode, of frequency 
above the plasma frequency, is excited in this way, 
the noise would appear at the earth's surface as 
normal electromagnetic radiation by the process of 
adiabatic conversion. 

The possibility of similar excitation of whistler 
modes has been considered by Gallet and H elliwell 
[1959]. Dr. N. R. Brice (personal communication) 
has shown in this connection that the condition for 
resonant Cerenkov radiation can indeed be satisfied. 
From the dispersion relation 

c2k2wg cos 0 
W w~+c2k2' (5 .1) 

where Wg and W p are the gyro- and plasma-frequencies, 
k is the magnitude of the wave vector, and 0 is its 
inclination to the magnetic field, one finds that the 
condition that the group velocity should be parallel 
to the direction of the magnetic field, which we 
assume to be also the direction of travel of charged 
particles, is that 

(5.2) 

One then finds that the frequency of a wave depends 
upon the direction of its phase velocity as follows, 

(5.3) 

and that the magnitude of the group velocity is now 
independent of 0, being given by 

(5 .4) 

H ence one may expect a band of frequencies 0 to 
}6wg to be excited by the mechanism of "resonant 
Cerenkov radiation," this mechanism being further 
enhanced if the speed of the charged particles is 
given by the formula in (5.4). 

Gallet and Helliwell [1959] point out that, if the 
stream intensity is suffici ently high, there may be 
"collective" behavior which may be regarded alter
natively as a two-stream instability or as a variant 
of the traveling-wave amplification mechanism. 
The possibility that radio noise might be generated 
by a stream of particles entering the earth 's iono
sphere has also been considered by Warwick [1961]. 

It is also possible that a stream of high-energy 
particles will generate radio noise by an indirect 
mechanism, perhaps by the excitation of plasma 
oscillations in the F2 region, subsequent radiation by 
th e plasma oscillations being due to illhomogen eity 
or to nonlinearity. 

The next energy source listed in the introduction 
comprises shock waves in the interplanetary medium 
originating on the sun. Of possible indirec t m ech a
nisms for generation of radio noise, it appears that 
the most important is the possibility of the excitation 
of whistler modes in the outer regions of the earth's 
magn etic field. However, there is also the possi
bility that there may be radiation by a more direct 
process, since various models for "collision-free" 
shock waves have been proposed [Kahn, 1955; 
Parker, 1959 ; Fishman, Kantrowitz, and Petschek, 
1960] in which high-amplitude waves are generated, 
entropy production being accomplished by the scat
tering of waves rather than the scattering of particles. 
In this case, wave interaction processes may lead to 
radiation of radio noise from the shock front. 

It was tempting to include in the list of en ergy 
sources rotational energy of the earth, since this rep
resents such a very large store. However, it appears 
on closer inspection to be the least promising of the 
list. Within a certain neighborhood of the earth, 
one must expect the ambient plasma to join in of 
the rotational motion of the earth since the magnetic 
field must be "frozen" into the earth's ionosphere 
which rotates with the earth. Within this neighbor
hood, hardly any plasma process will be affected by 
this slow rotation. Beyond a certain region, the 
earth's magnetic field will have no effect so that the 
ambient plasma will not rotate with the earth. 
There is , therefore, a shear of velocity due to the 
earth's rotation, but this is only of the order of 1 
km/sec (the value at 10 earth's radii), so that it is 
completely negligible compared with the velocities 
ascribed to the solar wind. 

Thanks are due to Dr. R. N. Bracewell, Dr. R. B. 
D yce, and Dr. R. A. Helliwell for helpful conversa
tions on topics discussed in this paper. 
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